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Coding for the fading channel: a survey
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Abstract

We consider the design of coding schemes for a channel a!ected by #at, slow fading and additive noise. Speci"cally, by
using the `block-fadinga channel model, we allow delay constraints to be taken into account. Optimum coding schemes
for this channel model lead to the development of new criteria for code design, di!ering markedly from the Euclidean-
distance criterion which is commonplace over the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. In fact, the code
performance depends strongly, rather than on the minimum Euclidean distance of the code, on its minimum Hamming
distance (the `code diversitya). If the channel model is not stationary, as it happens for example in a mobile-radio
communication system where it may #uctuate in time between the extremes of Rayleigh and AWGN, then a code
designed to be optimum for a "xed channel model might perform poorly when the channel varies. Therefore, a code
optimal for the AWGN channel may be actually suboptimum for a substantial fraction of time. In these conditions,
antenna diversity with maximum-gain combining may prove useful: in fact, under fairly general conditions, a channel
a!ected by fading can be turned into an AWGN channel by increasing the number of diversity branches. Another robust
solution is based on bit interleaving, which yields a large diversity gain thanks to the choice of powerful convolutional
codes coupled with a bit interleaver and the use of a suitable bit metric. An important feature of bit-interleaved coded
modulation is that it lends itself quite naturally to `pragmatica designs, i.e., to coding schemes that keep as their basic
engine an o!-the-shelf Viterbi decoder. Yet another solution is based on controlling the transmitted power so as to
compensate for the attenuations due to fading. ( 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

Zusammenfassung

Wir betrachten den Entwurf von Kodes fuK r einen Kanal, der durch #aches, langsames Fading und additives Rauschen
gestoK rt ist. Speziell durch die Benutzung des `Block-Fadinga Kanalmodells orlauben wir die BeruK cksichtigung von
VerzoK gerungsbedingungen. Optimale Kodierschemata fuK r dieses Kanalmodell fuK hren zur Entwicklung neuer Kriterien
fuK r den Kodeentwurf, die sich deutlich vom Kriterium der Euklidischen Distanz unterscheiden, welches allgemein fuK r
KanaK le mit additivem, wei{em Gau{schem Rauschen (AWGN) Verwendung "ndet. TatsaK chlich haK ngt die Leistun-
gsfaK higkeit des Kodes eher von seiner minimalen Hamming Distanz (der `code diversitya) ab, als von der minimalen
Euklidschen Distanz des Kodes. Ist das Kanalmodell nicht stationaK r, wie es beispielsweise im Mobilfunk der Fall ist, wo
es zwischen den ExtremfaK llen Rayleigh und AWGN schwanken kann, dann kann ein fuK r ein bestimmtes Kanalmodell
optimaler Kode ein schlechtes Verhalten zeigen, wenn sich der Kanal aK ndert. Deshalb kann ein fuK r AWGN KanaK le
optimaler Kode tatsaK chlich waK hrend einer betraK chtlichen Zeitspanne suboptimal sein. Unter diesen Bedingungen kann
sich Antennen-DiversitaK t mit `maximum-gain combininga als nuK tzlich erweisen: tatsaK chlich kann unter weitestgehend
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allgemeinen Bedingungen ein durch Fading betro!ener Kanal durch ErhoK hung der Anzahl der DiversitaK tspfade in einen
AWGN-Kanal umgewandelt werden. Eine weitere robste LoK sung basiert auf Interleaving, die wiederum einen gro{en
DiversitaK tsgewinn dank der Wahl leistungsstarker Faltungskodes, verbunden mit Bit-Interleaving und der Verwendung
einer geeigneten Bit-Metrik liefert. Ein wichtiges Merkmal von bit-interleaved kodierter Modulation ist, da{ sie sich fast
natuK rlich fuK r pragmatischen Entwurf eignet, d.h. fuK r Kodes, die als ihr wesentliches Werkzeug einen gewoK hnlichen
Viterbi-Dekoder behalten. Noch eine andere LoK sung basiert auf der Kontrolle der Sendeleistung, um so die DaK mpfungen
durch Fading auszugleichen. ( 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

Re2 sume2

Dans ce papier nous consideH rons la conception de systèmes de codage pour des canaux avec eH vanouissements lents,
non seH lectifs en freH quence et bruit additif. Particulièrement, en utilisant un modèle de canal de type `eH vanouissement par
blocsa les contraintes de retard peuvent e( tre prises en compte. Le système de codage optimal pour ce type de canal
implique le deH veloppement de nouveaux critères de conception qui di!eH rent clairement du critère de distance Euclidienne
utiliseH dans le classique canal "xe avec bruit additif Gaussien. En fait, la performance du code deH pends fortement de la
distance minimum de Hamming (DiversiteH de code) pluto( t que de la distance Euclidienne minimum. Si le canal est non
stationnaire comme dans le cas mobile (allant du canal de Rayleigh au canal avec bruit additif Gaussien), alors, un code
adapteH au canal "xe peut avo ir de mauvaises performances sur canal mobile. Un code optimal adapteH au canal "xe sera
ainsi sous-optimal dans le cas mobile. Dans ces conditions, la diversiteH d'antenne peut e( tre utile : en fait, sous certaines
conditions peu contraignantes, un canal avec eH vanouissements peut tendre vers un canal "xe avec bruit additif Gaussien
si le nombre d'antennes est grand. Une autre solution e$cace est l'entrelacement des donneH es qui amène un gain
substantiel du au couple codeur convolutionnel/entrelaceur. Une importante proprieH teH des couples entrelaceur/codeur
convolutionnel est l'utilisation pragmatique de deH codeurs de Viterbi standards. En"n, Une autre solution est le contro( le
de la puissance eHmise a"n de compenser les eH vanouissements. ( 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Fading channel; Coded modulation; Pragmatic code; Capacity of fading channel; Bit interleaving; Multiuser detection;
Unequal error protection

1. Introduction: general considerations

The increasing practical relevance of digital mo-
bile-radio transmission systems has led of late to
a great deal of work devoted to coding for fading
channels. For these channels the paradigms de-
veloped for the Gaussian channel may not be valid
anymore, and a fresh look at the design philo-
sophies is called for. Speci"cally, system designer
choices were often driven by their knowledge of
coding over the AWGN channel: consequently,
they tried to apply to radio channels solutions that
were far from optimum on channels where non-
linearities, Doppler shifts, fading, shadowing, and
interference from other users make the channel far
from Gaussian.

A considerable body of work has been reversing
this `Gaussiana perspective, and it is now being
widely recognized that coding solutions for the
fading channel should be selected by taking into
account the distinctive features of the fading chan-
nel. The goal of this paper is to survey this work, by

listing a number of issues that make code design for
the fading channel di!er from that for the AWGN
channel. In this survey we examine, in particular,
the e!ects of three features that make the fading
channel di!er from AWGN: namely, the fading
channel is generally not memoryless (unless in"-
nite-depth interleaving is assumed, an assumption
that may not be realistic in several instances), has
a signal-to-noise ratio which is a random variable
rather than a constant, and "nally the propagation
vagaries may make the channel model to vary with
time, so that any chosen model may be able to
represent the channel only for a fraction of the time.

1.1. Speech vs. data: the delay issue

A relevant factor in the choice of a coding scheme
is the decoding delay that one may allow: for
example, the recently proposed, extremely powerful
codes (the `Turbo Codesa [3]) su!er from a con-
siderable decoding delay, and hence their applica-
bility is restricted.
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Consider, for example, real-time speech trans-
mission: here a strict decoding delay is imposed
(e.g., 100 ms, at most [28]). In this case, the trans-
mission of a code word may span only a few
TDMA channel bursts, over which the channel
fading is strongly correlated. Thus, a code word
experiences only a few signi"cant fading values,
which makes the assumption of a memoryless
channel, normally achieved by ideal or very long
interleaving, no longer valid. On the contrary, with
data tra$c a large interleaving delay is tolerable, so
that very e!ective coding techniques are available.
For example, as we shall see, convolutional codes,
bit interleaving, and high-level modulation (such as
8PSK or 16QAM) can be used. These techniques
are generally referred to as bit-interleaved coded
modulation (BICM) and have been extensively
studied in [8,10,12]. Capacity calculations show
that with large interleaving BICM performs as well
as optimal coding over more complicated alpha-
bets, and its complexity is much lower, so that the
performance-complexity trade-o! of BICM is very
attractive. Moreover, capacity calculations [18]
show that constant-power constant-rate transmis-
sion performs very close to optimal transmission
schemes where power and rate are adapted dynam-
ically to the channel conditions via a perfect feed-
back link. Then, with large interleaving and
powerful coding, there is no need for implementing
such complicated adaptive techniques and feed-
back links.

1.1.1. Modeling the delay constraints
The delay constraints can be easily taken into

account when designing a coding scheme if
a `block-fadinga channel model is used. In this
model, the fading process is about constant for
a number of symbol intervals. On such a channel,
a single code word may be transmitted after being
split into several blocks, each su!ering from a dif-
ferent attenuation, and thus realizing an e!ective
way of achieving diversity.

The `block-fadinga channel model, introduced in
[21,28], is motivated by the fact that, in many
mobile radio situations, the channel coherence time
is much longer than one symbol interval, and hence
several transmitted symbols are a!ected by the
same fading value. Use of this channel model allows

one to introduce a delay constraint for transmis-
sion, which is realistic whenever in"nite-depth
interleaving is not a reasonable assumption.

This model assumes that a code word of length
n"MN spans M blocks of length N (a group of
M blocks will be referred to as a frame.) The value
of the fading in each block is constant. M turns out
to be a measure of the interleaving delay of the
system: in fact, M"1 corresponds to N"n, i.e., to
no interleaving, while M"n corresponds to N"1,
and hence to ideal interleaving. Thus, the results for
di!erent values of M illustrate the downside of
nonideal interleaving. It should also be observed
that the coding scheme implied by this channel
model generalizes standard diversity techniques: in
fact, the latter can be seen as a special case of
coding for a block-fading channel on which repeti-
tion codes are used.

With no delay constraint, a code word can span
an arbitrarily large number M of fading blocks. If
this is the case, then capacity, as derived in [18], is
a good performance indicator. This applies for
example to variable-rate systems (e.g., wireless data
networks). On the other hand, most of today's
mobile radio systems carry real-time speech (cellu-
lar telephony), for which constant-rate, con-
strained-delay transmission should be considered.
In the latter case, that is, when each code word
must be transmitted and decoded within a frame of
M(R blocks, information outage rate, rather
than capacity, is the appropriate performance limit
indicator. We shall not delve in this issue any fur-
ther here, and the interested reader is referred to
[16,28].

1.2. Diversity

Receiver-diversity techniques have been known
for a long time to improve the fading-channel qual-
ity. Recently, their synergy with coding has been
extensively investigated in [34}36]. The standard
approach to antenna diversity is based on the fact
that, with several diversity branches, the probabil-
ity that the signal will be simultaneously faded on
all branches can be made small. The approach
taken in [34}36] is philosophically di!erent, as it is
based upon the observation that, under fairly gen-
eral conditions, a channel a!ected by fading can be
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turned into an additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel by increasing the number of di-
versity branches. Consequently, it can be expected
(and it was indeed veri"ed by analyses and simula-
tions) that a coded modulation scheme designed to
be optimal for the AWGN channel will perform
asymptotically well also on a fading channel with
diversity, at the only cost of an increased receiver
complexity. An advantage of this solution is its
robustness, since changes in the physical channel
a!ect the reception very little.

This allows us to argue that the use of `Gaus-
siana codes along with diversity reception
provides indeed a solution to the problem of de-
signing robust coding schemes for the mobile radio
channel.

Recently, a considerable amount of work has
been presented on transmitter diversity with coding
[2,17,27,31,32]. Transmitter diversity may be a
viable solution for the downlink of a TDMA sys-
tem, where the receiver is constrained to be small
and light (so that multiple antennas are not imple-
mentable).

1.3. Multi-user detection: the challenge

The design of coding schemes is further complic-
ated when a multi-user environment is accounted
for. The main problem here, and in general in
communication systems that share channel re-
sources, is the presence of multiple-access interfer-
ence (MAI). This is generated by the fact that every
user receives, besides the signal which is speci"cally
directed to it, also some power from transmission
to other users. This is true not only when CDMA is
used, but also with space-division multiple access,
in which intelligent antennas are directed towards
the intended user. The earlier studies devoted to
multi-user transmission simply neglected the pres-
ence of MAI. Typically, they were based on the
naive assumption that, due to some version of the
ubiquitous `Central Limit Theorema, signals
adding up from a variety of users would coalesce to
a process resembling Gaussian noise. Thus, the
e!ect of MAI would be an increase of thermal
noise, and any coding scheme designed to cope
with the latter would still be optimal, or at least
near-optimal, for multi-user systems.

Of late, it was recognized that this assumption
was groundless, and consequently several of the
conclusions that it prompted were wrong. The cen-
tral development of multi-user theory was the
introduction of the optimum multi-user detector:
rather than demodulating each user separately and
independently, it demodulates all of them simulta-
neously. A simple example should su$ce to ap-
preciate the extent of the improvement that can be
achieved by optimum detection: in the presence of
vanishingly small thermal noise, optimum detec-
tion would provide error-free transmission, while
standard (`single-usera) detection is a!ected by an
error probability #oor which increases with the
number of users. Multi-user detection was born in
the context of terrestrial cellular communication,
and hence implicitly assumed a MAI-limited envi-
ronment where thermal noise is negligible with
respect to MAI (high-SNR condition). For this
reason coding was seldom considered, and hence
almost all multiuser detection schemes known from
the literature are concerned with symbol-by-sym-
bol decisions.

1.4. Unequal error protection

In some analog source coding applications, like
speech or video compression, the sensitivity of the
source decoder to errors in the coded symbols is
typically not uniform: the quality of the reconstruc-
ted analog signal is rather insensitive to errors
a!ecting certain classes of bits, while it degrades
sharply when errors a!ect other classes. This hap-
pens, for example, when analog source coding is
based on some form of hierarchical coding, where
a relatively small number of bits carries the `funda-
mental informationa and a larger number of bits
carries the `detailsa like in the case of the MPEG2
standard.

Assuming that the source encoder produces
frames of binary coded symbols, each frame can be
partitioned into classes of symbols of di!erent `im-
portancea (i.e., of di!erent sensitivity). Then, it is
apparent that the best coding strategy aims at
achieving lower BER levels for the important
classes while admitting higher BER levels for
the unimportant ones. This feature is referred
to as unequal error protection (UEP). On the
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2This represents part of the CSI described above. A receiver
recovering the phase shift H has achieved part of its goal of
obtaining the CSI, and in certain cases, like with binary PSK, it
has achieved it all.

contrary, codes for which the BER is (almost) inde-
pendent of the position of the information symbols
are referred to as equal error protection (EEP)
codes.

An e$cient method for achieving UEP with
turbo codes was recently studied in [9]. The
key point is to match a non-uniform puncturing
pattern to the interleaver of the turbo-encoder in
order to create locally low-rate turbo codes for
the important symbols, and locally high-rate
turbo codes for the unimportant symbols. In this
way, we can achieve several protection levels
while keeping constant the total code rate. On
the decoding side, all what we need is to `depun-
cturea the received sequence by inserting zeros
at the punctured positions. Then, a single turbo-
decoder can handle di!erent code rates, equal-
error-protection turbo codes and UEP turbo
codes.

1.5. The frequency yat, slow Rayleigh-fading channel

Before discussing all this, we present in a tutorial
fashion some results on the capacity of the Rayleigh
fading channels: these results show the importance
of coding on this channel, and the relevance of
obtaining channel state information (CSI) in the
demodulation process. This channel model as-
sumes that the duration of a modulated symbol is
much greater than the delay spread caused by the
multipath propagation. If this occurs, then all fre-
quency components in the transmitted signal are
a!ected by the same random attenuation and phase
shift, and the channel is frequency #at. If in addition
the channel varies very slowly with respect the
symbol duration, then the fading R(t) exp [ jH(t)]
remains approximately constant during the trans-
mission of one symbol (if this does not occur the
fading process is called fast).

The assumption of non-selectivity allows us to
model the fading as a process a!ecting the trans-
mitted signal in a multiplicative form. The assump-
tion of a slow fading allows us to model this process
as a constant random variable during each symbol
interval. In conclusion, if x(t) denotes the complex
envelope of the modulated signal transmitted dur-
ing the interval (0,¹), then the complex envelope of
the signal received at the output of a channel a!ec-

ted by slow, #at fading and additive white Gaussian
noise can be expressed in the form

r(t)"Re+Hx(t)#n(t), (1)

where n(t) is a complex Gaussian noise, and Re+H is
a Gaussian random variable, with R having a Rice
or Rayleigh pdf and unit second moment, i.e.,
E[R2]"1.

If we can further assume that the fading is so slow
that we can estimate the phase shift H with su$-
cient accuracy, and hence compensate for it, then
coherent detection is feasible.2 Thus, model (1) can
be further simpli"ed to

r(t)"Rx(t)#n(t). (2)

It should be immediately apparent that with this
simple model of fading channel the only di!erence
with respect to an AWGN channel resides in the
fact that R, instead of being a constant attenuation,
is now a random variable, whose value a!ects the
amplitude, and hence the power, of the received
signal. Assume "nally that the value taken by R is
known at the receiver: we describe this situation
by saying that we have perfect CSI. Channel
state information can be obtained, for example
by inserting a pilot tone in a notch of the spec-
trum of the transmitted signal, and by assuming
that the signal is faded exactly in the same way as
this tone.

Detection with perfect CSI can be performed
exactly in the same way as for the AWGN channel:
in fact, the constellation shape is perfectly known,
as is the attenuation incurred by the signal. The
optimum decision rule in this case consists of min-
imizing the Euclidean distance

P
T

0
[r(t)!Rx(t)]2dt"Dr!RxD2 (3)

with respect to the possible transmitted real signals
x(t) (or vectors x).
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Fig. 1. Error probabilities of binary transmission over the Gaussian channel and over a Rayleigh-fading channel with and without
channel-state information.

A consequence of this fact is that the error prob-
ability with perfect CSI and coherent demodulation
of signals a!ected by frequency #at, slow fading
can be evaluated as follows. We "rst compute the
error probability P(e DR) obtained by assuming
R constant in model (2), then we take the expecta-
tion of P(e DR), with respect to the random variable
R. The calculation of P(e DR) is performed as if the
channel were AWGN, but with the energy
E changed into R2E. Notice "nally that the as-
sumptions of a noiseless channel-state information
and a noiseless phase-shift estimate make the
values of P(e) thus obtained as representing a limit-
ing performance.

Consider now the error probabilities that we
would obtain with binary signals without coding
(see [4] for a more general treatment). For two
signals with common energy E and correlation
coe$cient o"(x, x( )/E we have, for Rayleigh fading
and perfect channel-state information

P(e)"
1
2A1!S (1!o)E/2N

0
1#(1!o)E/2N

0B. (4)

This can be upper bounded, for large signal-to-
noise ratios, by

P(e))
2

1!o
1

E/N
0
. (5)

In the absence of CSI, one could take a decision
rule consisting of minimizing

P
T

0
[r(t)!x(t)]2dt"Dr!xD2. (6)

However, with constant envelope signals (DxD con-
stant), the error probability obtained with (3) and
(6) coincide because

P(xPx( )"P(Dr!Rx( D2(Dr!RxD2)

"P(2R(r, x!x( )(0)

"P((r, x!x( )(0)

and hence CSI is completely represented by the
phase H. Fig. 1 compares error probabilities over
the Gaussian channel with those over the
Rayleigh-fading channel with perfect CSI. It is seen
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Fig. 2. Fading channel model: x is the channel input, a the
channel state, y the channel output, and a( the estimate of the
channel state.

that the loss in error probability is considerable. As
we shall see in a moment, coding can compensate
for a substantial amount of this loss.

1.6. Our survey

In this paper we survey a few important issues in
coding for the fading channel. The model we as-
sume is that of a channel a!ected by #at, slow
fading and additive noise. Optimum coding
schemes for this channel model lead to the develop-
ment of new criteria for code design (Section 3). If
the channel model is not stationary, as it happens
for example in a mobile-radio communication sys-
tem, then a code designed to be optimum for a "xed
channel model might perform poorly when the
channel varies. Therefore, a code optimal for the
AWGN channel may be actually suboptimum for
a substantial fraction of time. In these conditions,
antenna diversity with maximum-gain combining
may prove useful: in fact, under fairly general
conditions, a channel a!ected by fading can be
turned into an AWGN channel by increasing
the number of diversity branches (Section 4.1). An-
other robust solution is based on bit interleaving,
which yields a large diversity gain thanks to the
choice of powerful convolutional codes coupled
with a bit interleaver and the use of a suitable
bit metric (Section 4.2). Yet another solution is
based on controlling the transmitted power so as
to compensate for the attenuations due to fading
(Section 4.3).

2. Impact of coding: a capacity analysis

The e!ects of coding will be analyzed here by
computing the fading channel capacity with binary
inputs. These results will show that the capacity
loss with respect to the AWGN channel is consider-
ably lower than that of uncoded transmission. This
predicts the e!ectiveness of coding.

The channel model is described in Fig. 2. Here,
x is the channel input, a the channel state, y the
channel output, and a( the estimate of the channel
state. We assume that y depends only on a, x, and
not on a( .

The information we obtain on x from the obser-
vation of y and a( is given by

I(x;y,a( )"P
x
P
y
P
a(
p(x, y, a( ) log

2
p(x D y,a( )

p(x)
dxdyda( ,

where p( ) ) are probabilities or probability density
functions. The channel capacity is given by

C"max I(x; y, a( ),

where the maximum is to be taken over the distri-
bution of x. The calculation of this maximum can
be avoided by choosing for p(x) the uniform distri-
bution 1/M (M the number of channel symbols).
Under suitable symmetry assumptions this choice
provides the actual capacity. By making the sim-
plifying assumption that transmission is binary, the
symmetry condition is

p(y D a,!x)"p(!y D a, x)

which yields, with p(x)"1
2
,

C"1

#E
a( CPy p(y D a( ,1) log

2
p(yDa( ,1)

p(yDa( ,1)#p(yDa( ,!1)
dyD. (7)

By observing that

p(a( )"Pa p(a( D a)p(a) da,

we have

p(y D a( , x)"Pa p(a D a( )p(y Da, x) da. (8)
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Fig. 3. Capacity of binary transmission over the Gaussian channel and over a Rayleigh-fading channel with and without channel-state
information.

We have two limiting special cases here:
Perfect channel-state information: This occurs

when a("a, so that (7) yields

C"E
a
[C(a)], (9)

where C(a) is the `conditional capacitya of the
channel when the latter is in state a:

C(a)"1#Py p(yDa,1) log
2

p(yDa,1)
p(yDa,1)#p(yDa,!1)

dy.

(10)

No channel-state information: In this case

p(a( Da)"p(a( ),

so that from (8) we have

C"1#Py p(yD1) log
2

p(yD1)
p(yD1)#p(yD!1)

dy. (11)

If we compare (Fig. 3) the channel capacities of
a Rayleigh-fading channel with and without CSI
with that of a Gaussian channel, we see that the loss
in capacity due to the fading is much smaller than

the loss in terms of error probability. This shows
that coding for the fading channel is actually highly
bene"cial.

3. Code-design criteria

A standard code-design criterion, when soft de-
coding is chosen, is to choose coding schemes that
maximize their minimum Euclidean distance. This
is, of course, correct on the Gaussian channel with
high SNR (although not when the SNR is very low:
see [30]), and is often accepted, faute de mieux, on
channels that deviate little from the Gaussian
model (e.g., channels with a moderate amount of
intersymbol interference). However, the Euclid-
ean-distance criterion should be outright rejected
over the Rayleigh-fading channel. In fact, analysis
of coding for the Rayleigh-fading channel proves
that Hamming distance (also called `code diver-
sitya in this context) plays the central role here.

Assume transmission of a coded sequence
X"(x

1
, x

2
,2, x

n
) where the components of

X are signal vectors selected from a constellation
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S. We do not distinguish here among block or
convolutional codes (with soft decoding), or block-
or trellis-coded modulation.

3.1. No delay constraint: inxnite-depth interleaving

We also assume for the moment in"nite-depth
interleaving, which makes the fading random vari-
ables a!ecting the various symbols x

k
to be inde-

pendent. Hence we write, for the components of the
received sequence (r

1
, r

2
,2, r

n
):

r
k
"R

k
x
k
#n

k
, (12)

where the R
k

are independent, and, under the as-
sumption that the noise is white, the RVs n

k
are

also independent.
Coherent detection of the coded sequence, with

the assumption of perfect channel-state informa-
tion, is based upon the search for the coded se-
quence X that minimizes the distance

N
+
k/1

Dr
k
!R

k
x
k
D2. (13)

The pairwise error probability can be upper
bounded in this case as [29]

PMXPXK N)<
k|K

1
1#Dx

k
!x(

k
D2/4N

0
, (14)

where K is the set of indices k such that x
k
Ox(

k
.

An example. For illustration purposes, let us com-
pute the Cherno! upper bound to the word error
probability of a block code with rate R

#
. Assume

that binary antipodal modulation is used, with
waveforms of energies E, and that the demodula-
tion is coherent with perfect CSI. Observe that for
x(
k
Ox

k
we have

Dx
k
!x(

k
D2"4E"4R

#
E
"
,

where E
"

denotes the average energy per bit. For
two code words X,XK at Hamming distance H(X,XK )
we have

PMXPXK N)A
1

1#R
#
E

"
/N

0B
H(X,XK )

and hence, for a linear code,

P(e)"P(e DX)) +
w|W

A
1

1#R
#
E

"
/N

0B
w
,

where W denotes the set of nonzero Hamming
weights of the code, considered with their multiplic-
ities. It can be seen that for high enough signal-to-
noise ratio the dominant term in the expression of
P(e) is the one with exponent d

.*/
, the minimum

Hamming distance of the code.

By recalling the above calculation, the fact that
the probability of error decreases inversely with the
signal-to-noise ratio raised to power d

.*/
can be

expressed by saying that we have introduced a code
diversity d

.*/
.

We may further upper bound the pairwise error
probability by writing

PMXPXK N)<
k|K

1
Dx

k
!x(

k
D2/4N

0

"

1

[d2(X,XK )/4N
0
]H(X, XK )

(15)

(which is close to the true Cherno! bound for small
enough N

0
). Here

d2(X,XK )"C<
k|K

Dx
k
!x(

k
D2D

H(X,XK )

is the geometric mean of the non-zero squared
Euclidean distances between the components of
X, XK . The latter result shows the important fact
that the error probability is (approximately) in-
versely proportional to the product of the squared
Euclidean distances between the components of
x, x( that di!er, and, to a more relevant extent, to
a power of the signal-to-noise ratio whose exponent
is the Hamming distance between X and XK .

Further, we know from the results referring to
block codes, convolutional codes, and coded
modulation that the union bound to error prob-
ability for a coded system can be obtained by sum-
ming up the pairwise error probabilities associated
with all the di!erent `error events.a For small noise
spectral density N

0
, i.e., for high signal-to-noise

ratios, a few equal terms will dominate the union
bound. These correspond to error events with the
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smallest value of the Hamming distance H(X,XK ).
We denote this quantity by ¸

#
to stress the fact, to

be discussed soon, that it re#ects a diversity resid-
ing in the code. We have

PMXPXK N F
)

l
[d2(X,XK )/4N

0
]L#

, (16)

where l is the number of dominant error events.
For error events with the same Hamming distance,
the values taken by d2(X,XK ) and by l are also of
importance. This observation may be used to de-
sign coding schemes for the Rayleigh-fading chan-
nel: here no role is played by the Euclidean
distance, which is the central parameter used in the
design of coding schemes for the AWGN channel.

For uncoded systems (n"1), the results above
hold with the positions ¸

#
"1 and d2(X,XK )"

Dx!x( D2, which shows that the error probability
decreases as N

0
. A similar result could be obtained

for maximal-ratio combining in a system with di-
versity ¸

#
. This explains the name of this para-

meter. In this context, the various diversity schemes
may be seen as implementations of the simplest
among the coding schemes, the repetition code,
which provides a diversity equal to the number of
diversity branches [29].

From the discussion above, we have learned that
over the perfectly interleaved Rayleigh-fading
channel the choice of a coding scheme should be
based on the maximization of the code diversity,
i.e., the minimum Hamming distance among pairs
of error events. Since for the Gaussian channel code
diversity does not play the same central role, cod-
ing schemes optimized for the Gaussian channel are
likely to be suboptimum for the Rayleigh channel.

3.2. Introducing delay constraints: the block-fading
channel

The above analysis holds, mutatis mutandis, for
the block-fading channel: it su$ces in this case to
interpret the variables x

k
as blocks of symbols,

rather than symbols. In this situation, it should not
come as a surprise (and can in fact be shown rigor-
ously, see [22,24]) that the relevant criterion be-
comes the block-Hamming distance, i.e., the number
of blocks in which two code words di!er. An

application of Singleton Bound shows that the
maximum block-Hamming distance achievable in
this case is limited by

D)1# MA1!
R

log
2
DSDB ,

where DSD is the size of the signal set S and R is the
code rate, expressed in bit/symbol. Note that bi-
nary signal sets (DSD"2) are not e!ective in this
case, so that codes constructed over high-level al-
phabets should be considered [22,24].

For a deeper analysis of the relationship between
code diversity and code rate, see [25,26].

4. Robust coding schemes

The design procedure described in the section
above, and consisting of adapting the C/M scheme
to the channel, may su!er from a basic weakness. If
the channel model is not stationary, as it is, for
example, in a mobile-radio environment where it
#uctuates in time between the extremes of Rayleigh
and AWGN, then a code designed to be optimum
for a "xed channel model might perform poorly
when the channel varies. Therefore, a code optimal
for the AWGN channel may be actually subopti-
mum for a substantial fraction of time. An alterna-
tive solution consists of doing the opposite, i.e.,
matching the channel to the coding scheme: the latter
is still designed for a Gaussian channel, while the
former is transformed from a Rayleigh-fading chan-
nel (say) into a Gaussian one. Here, we shall exam-
ine three such robust solutions, the "rst based on
antenna diversity, the second on bit interleaving,
and the third on power control.

4.1. Antenna diversity

Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of the transmis-
sion scheme with fading. A source of co-channel
interference is also added for completeness. Our
initial assumptions, valid in the following unless
otherwise stated, are [34}36]:
f PSK modulation.
f M independent diversity branches whose signal-

to-noise ratio is inversely proportional to M (this
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the transmission scheme.

Fig. 5. E!ect of antenna diversity on the performance of four-state TCM schemes over the #at, independent Rayleigh-fading channel. J4
is optimum for the Rayleigh channel, while U4 is optimum for the Gaussian channel.

assumption is made in order to disregard the
SNR increase that actually occurs when multiple
receive elements are used).

f Flat, independent Rayleigh-fading channel.
f Coherent detection with perfect channel-state in-

formation.
f Synchronous diversity branches.
f Independent co-channel interference, and

a single interferer.

The codes examined are the following:

J4. Four-state, rate-2
3

TCM scheme based on 8-
PSK and optimized for Rayleigh-fading
channels [20].

U4. Four-state rate-2
3

TCM scheme based on 8-
PSK and optimized for the Gaussian channel.

U8. Same as above, with 8 states.
Q64. `Pragmatica concatenation of the `besta rate-

1
2

64-state convolutional code with 4-PSK
modulator and Gray mapping [37].

Fig. 5 compares the performance of U4 and J4 (two
TCM schemes with the same complexity) over
a Rayleigh-fading channel with M-branch diver-
sity. It is seen that, as M increases, the performance
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of U4 comes closer and closer to that of J4.
Similar results hold for correlated fading: even for
moderate correlation J4 loses its edge on U4, and
for M as low as 4 U4 performs better than J4 [34].
The e!ect of diversity is more marked when the
code used is weaker. As an example, two-antenna
diversity provides a gain of 10 dB at BER"10~6

when U8 is used, and of 2.5 dB when Q64 is used
[34]. The assumption of branch independence, al-
though important, is not critical: in e!ect, [34]
shows that branch correlations as large as 5 de-
grade system BER only slightly. The complexity
introduced by diversity can be traded for delay: as
shown in [34], in some cases diversity makes inter-
leaving less necessary, so that a lower interleaving
depth (and consequently a lower overall delay) can
be compensated by an increase of M.

When di!erential or pilot-tone, rather than co-
herent, detection is used [35], a BER-#oor occurs
which can be reduced by introducing diversity. As
for the e!ect of co-channel interference, even its
BER-#oor is reduced as M increased (although for
its elimination multiuser detectors should be em-
ployed). This shows that antenna diversity with
maximal-ratio combining is highly instrumental in
making the fading channel closer to Gaussian.

4.2. Bit-interleaved coded modulation

Ever since 1982, when Ungerboeck published his
landmark paper on trellis-coded modulation [33],
it has been generally accepted that modulation and
coding should be combined in a single entity for
improved performance. Several results followed
this line of thought, as documented by a consider-
able body of work aptly summarized and refer-
enced in [20] (see also [5, Chapter 10]). Under the
assumption that the symbols were interleaved with
a depth exceeding the coherence time of the fading
process, new codes were designed for the fading
channel so as to maximize their diversity. This
implied, in particular, that parallel transitions
should be avoided in the code, and that any in-
crease in diversity would be obtained by increasing
the constraint length of the code. One should also
observe that for non-Ungerboeck systems, i.e.,
those separating modulation and coding with bi-
nary modulation, Hamming distance is propor-

tional to Euclidean distance, and hence a system
optimized for the additive white Gaussian channel
is also optimum for the Rayleigh-fading channel.

A notable departure from Ungerboeck's para-
digm was the core of [37]. Schemes were designed
in which coded modulation is generated by pairing
an M-ary signal set with a binary convolutional
code with the largest minimum free Hamming dis-
tance. Decoding was achieved by designing a met-
ric aimed at keeping as their basic engine an o!-
the-shelf Viterbi decoder for the de facto standard,
64-state rate-1

2
convolutional code. This implied

giving up the joint decoder/demodulator in favor of
two separate entities.

Based on the latter concept, Zehavi [39] "rst
recognized that the code diversity, and hence the
reliability of coded modulation over a Rayleigh-
fading channel, could be further improved. Zehavi's
idea was to make the code diversity equal to the
smallest number of distinct bits (rather than channel
symbols) along any error event. This is achieved by
bit-wise interleaving at the encoder output, and by
using an appropriate soft-decision bit metric as an
input to the Viterbi decoder. For di!erent ap-
proaches to the problem of designing coded modu-
lation schemes for the fading channels see [7].

One of Zehavi's "ndings, rather surprising
a priori, was that on some channels there is a down-
side to combining demodulation and decoding.
This prompted the investigation whose results are
presented in a comprehensive fashion in [12] (see
also [1]).

An advantage of this solution is its robustness,
since changes in the physical channel a!ect the
reception very little. Thus, it provides good perfor-
mance with a fading channel as well as with an
AWGN channel (and, consequently, with a Rice-
fading channel, which can be seen as intermediate
between the latter two).

4.3. Power control

Observation of (2) shows that what makes this
Rayleigh-fading channel di!er from AWGN is the
fact that R is a random variable, rather than a con-
stant attenuation. Consequently, if this variability
of R could be compensated for, an AWGN would
be obtained. This compensation can be achieved in
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principle if channel-state information is avai-
lable to the transmitter, which consequently can
modulate its power according to the channel #uctu-
ations.

Consider the simplest such strategy. The #at,
independent fading channel with coherent detec-
tion yields the received signal (2). Assume that the
channel state information R is known at the trans-
mitter front-end, that is, the transmitter knows the
value of R during the transmission (this assumption
obviously requires that R is changing very slowly).
Under these conditions, assume that the transmit-
ted signal in an interval with length ¹ is

x(t)"ps(t), (17)

where s(t) has unit energy (equal-energy basic wave-
form), and p is chosen under a given optimality
criterion.

One possible such criterion (constant error prob-
ability over each symbol) requires that

p"R~1. (18)

This way, the channel is transformed into an equiv-
alent additive white Gaussian noise channel. The
error probability is the same as if we had transmit-
ted s over a channel whose only e!ect is the addi-
tion of n to the transmitted signal. The average
transmitted power per symbol is then

E[x2(t)]"E[1/o2], (19)

which might diverge.
This technique (`channel inversiona) is simple to

implement, since the encoder and decoder are de-
signed for the AWGN channel, independent of the
fading statistics: for instance, it is common in
spread-spectrum systems with near-far interference
imbalances. However, it may su!er from a large
capacity penalty. For example, in Rayleigh fading
the capacity is zero.

To avoid divergence of the average power (or an
inordinately large value thereof) a possible strategy
is the following. Choose

p"G
R~1 if R'R

0
,

R~1
0

otherwise.
(20)

By choosing appropriately the value of the thre-
shold R

0
we trade o! a decrease of the average

power value for an increase of error probability.
The average power value is now

(1!p)
1

R2
0

#pE[1/R2DR'R
0
], (21)

where p"P[R'R
0
]. For an information-theor-

etical analysis of power-control techniques for the
fading channel, see [11].

5. Conclusions

This review was aimed at illustrating some con-
cepts that make the design of codes for the fading
channel di!er markedly from the same task applied
to the Gaussian channel. In particular, we have
examined the design of `fading codesa, i.e., C/M
schemes which maximize the Hamming, rather
than the Euclidean, distance, the interaction of
antenna diversity with coding (which makes the
channel more Gaussian), the e!ect of separating
coding from modulation in favor of a more robust
C/M scheme, and the e!ect of transmitter-power
control. The issue of optimality as contrasted to
robustness was also discussed to some extent.

6. Further reading

The following references are also of interest to
the reader: [6,13,15,19,23,38].
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